January 28 to February 02
Raipur (Nuapada) | Hyderabad | Vishakhapatnam (Paderu)

**Highlights**
- A celebratory event for 15 years of AIF’s impact-driven philanthropy model and the impact of AIF’s work.
- Unique exposure to local culture, historical insights and natural wonders
- Impact travel designed for executives, investors, philanthropists, and leaders in their communities
- Hands-on engagement with the children and beneficiaries of AIF’s programs
- 6 days/5 nights in the best hotels in, enjoying meals with local flavours and cuisines
- An intimate group size limited to twelve participants

**Handson Engagement**
Meet and interact with AIF beneficiaries in learning resource centres, rural communities, schools, and at training centres where unemployed youth receive skills training for jobs

**Historical Insights, Natural Wonders and Local Culture**
Learn about the history of Hyderabad’s Old City with an experienced historian. Take an optional tour to Golconda Fort. In AP, visit the eleventh century old Simhachalam temple, architecture is a combination of Odisha & Dravidian style. Optional tour to Borra Caves, believed to be 150 million years old OR to the legendary Araku Valley Coffee Plantations. Experience the local tribal dance “Dhimsa” performed by the Araku Hill Tribes dressed in tribal attire

**Intimate Group Size**
Count on a small group size limited to twelve participants, allowing for personalized information and enlightening discussions.

**Flavours and Cuisines**
A unique “Dialogues in the Dark” experience with lunch. In Hyderabad, savour the world famous Hyderabadi biryani, originating from Deccan tradition. Relish the authentic taste of south India with a traditional thali at The Dakshin in Vishakhapatnam

**High-Tea at Falaknuma Palace**
Experience the grandiosity of this palace with exotic varieties of tea, brought from the all over the world along with a special Nizam’s blend. Enjoy scones, finger sandwiches, savouries, local sweets and shortbreads and cups of tea. With a carefully chosen and extensive menu, High Tea at Taj Falaknuma Palace promises a memorable experience to every participant.
ITINERARY

Sunday, January 28
Evening  Trip begins with arrival at Delhi airport for onward travel to Raipur. Overnight in Raipur

Monday, January 29
Morning  Observation of LRC and Interaction with LAMP children beneficiaries in Nuapada
Afternoon  Visit to seasonal hostel and community meeting, followed by lunch with key stakeholders
Evening  Travel to Hyderabad and overnight stay in Hyderabad

Tuesday, January 30
Morning  Meet and greet ABLE beneficiaries
Afternoon  Unique experiential exhibition-cum-lunch at Dialogues in the Dark, followed by visit to MAST training centre
Evening  Visit to the historic Golconda Fort. Overnight stay in Hyderabad.

Wednesday, January 31
Morning  Early morning walk around Charminar, followed by visit to Digital Equalizer school
Afternoon  Lunch at Waterfront restaurant on Husain Saagar Lake, followed by interaction with Fellows
Evening  High Tea at Falaknuma Palace. Overnight stay in Hyderabad.

Thursday, February 01
Morning  Travel to Vishakhapatnam and proceed to visit the nearby Simhachalam Temple dedicated to Lord Narasimha, one of the incarnations of Vishnu
Afternoon  For Lunch, sample authentic east coast cuisine and drive to Ananthagiri. On the way, visit the ancient naturally formed Bora Caves, believed to be 150 million years old.
Evening  Drive onwards and overnight stay in Ananthagiri for final group dinner

Friday, February 02
Morning  Visit to MANSI villages in Paderu
Afternoon  Return via scenic Araku valley and debriefing session
Evening  Trip ends in Vishakhapatnam.